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Many organisations face the challenge of reporting 

outputs and, through fast and sound data analysis, 

translating these outputs into programme 

improvements. This same process takes place several 

times throughout the year and is a recurring activity 

(quarterly reports).  

As an example, imagine the situation of the BRAC 

WASH Programme in Bangladesh, which aims to 

provide toilets to 30.7 million people, but has to make 

an informed decision on how investments are to be 

made. One way to discern this is to know if latrines 

are being used safely by the ‘ultra poor’, the poor and 

those who are relatively better-off. ICT tools and 

statistical packages are available but often too 

complex or expensive and require dedicated experts 

with the capacity to make sense of most of the 

information generated. 

The tool offers a platform that provides the following 

possibilities for monitoring and evaluation: 

 Survey design 

 Information management 

 Database management  

 Data collection from a range of sources 

 Reports and map development 

 Statistical analysis 

 Accessibility online and offline.  

The tool is built on the open-source application 

ActivityInfo, which is widely used in humanitarian 

and relief work to centralise and streamline needs 

assessments and monitor response. 

BRAC and IRC believe that WASH activities - and the 

WASH sector in general - could benefit from being 

more data-driven. Collaboration with BeDataDriven 

enabled the development of a comprehensive 

platform – WASH Info – for the collection, storage, 

management, and analysis of data from a range of 

sources, to support decision making within BRAC's 

WASH Programme. 

In the BRAC WASH programme, WASH Info 

incorporates a survey analysis module developed for 

IRC to support BRAC WASH's Qualitative Information 

System – responsible for the annual collection of data 

from 8,000 households and 2,600 institutions (e.g., 

schools and rural sanitation centres) on service 

delivery and behaviour change. It will also enable 

access to the data and its analysis to a much wider 

group of WASH practitioners, particularly those 

closest to the areas of intervention. 

Originally developed for UNICEF’s emergency 

programme in the eastern part of the Democratic 

Republic of the Congo (DRC) to track two large multi-

partner programmes (Programme of Expanded 

Assistance to Returns -PEAR -  and Rapid Response to 

Population Movements - RRMP), ActivityInfo has 

evolved over the last five years and has been 

sustained by a growing number of contributing 

organisations.  

The system has been deployed in both small 

organisations (in for example Somalia) and across 

entire countries such as Madagascar or in regional 

responses such as the Syria response (serving over 

one million refugees) by UNHCR with over 600 

organisations in Lebanon, Jordan and Iraq reporting 

daily in ActivityInfo. 
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Combined efforts of UN organisations, NGOs, IRC and 

BRAC have provided a tool which has been tested and 

developed to work in complex environments and in 

regions with low or no internet connectivity as well 

as limited computer literacy or IT skills. 
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